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The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our BrainsW W Norton, 2010

	“Is Google making us stupid?” When Nicholas Carr posed that question, in a celebrated Atlantic Monthly cover story, he tapped into a well of anxiety about how the Internet is changing us. He also crystallized one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we sacrificing our...
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The Art of Game Design: A book of lensesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008

	Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same basic principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic games also are the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design happens when you view your...
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User-Centered Design: A Developer's Guide to Building User-Friendly ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		How do you design engaging applications that people love to use? This book demonstrates several ways to include valuable input from potential clients and customers throughout the process. With practical guidelines and insights from his own experience, author Travis Lowdermilk shows you how usability and user-centered design will...
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The Art of Mastering Sales ManagementCRC Press, 2009

	If you believe that the answer no is but a request for more information and understand that the best closing questions are rhetorical, you understand the basic art of sales. If you can teach that art to others, you have the makings of a good sales manager. But not all good sales managers are equal; some are forward thinking enough to...
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iMovie 3 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
So, you wanna be in pictures? Home-movie Hitchcock wannabes have a simple and exciting desktop video-editing tool: Apple’s iMovie 3. iMovie 3 is the perfect tool for turning those long, boring home videos into interesting, polished productions that your family and friends will enjoy. Let’s face it, without video-editing software to...
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iWork 09 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Dress up office documents the Apple way with iWork '09 and this friendly guide
    If you're a Mac lover and want to explore life outside of that "other productivity suite," here's your chance to dress up your docs with Apple's iWork '09 and this easy-to-follow guide from Mac technology expert, Jesse Feiler. He draws...
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Mastering Digital SLR PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2004

	This unique guide emphasizes digital "photography", rather than software. You'll learn how to take compelling pictures and make great images using imaging technology while focusing on the special strengths of digital SLR cameras. Whether you're a snap-shooting tyro, or an experienced photographer moving into the digital SLR...
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Nikon D600 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	A full-color beginner guide to the basics of the Nikon D600


	The Nikon D600 is a professional-level full-frame sensor that is sure to attract an audience of DSLR newcomers and pros. This friendly-and-thorough full-color guide shows you how to get a firm grasp on this powerful camera and helps you to ultimately get better photos. *...
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Cinder Creative Coding CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know C++ this book takes your creative potential to a whole other level. The practical recipes show you how to create interactive and visually dynamic applications using Cinder which will excite and delight your audience.


	Overview

	
		Learn powerful techniques for building creative applications using...
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Controlled Genetic Manipulations (Neuromethods, Vol. 65)Humana Press, 2012

	The current demand for the development of techniques for controlled genetic manipulations is driven by the anatomical and physiological complexity of the brain and by the need for experimental models that can address this complexity through selective manipulation of defined components of the system: specific neuronal populations or selected...
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Applied Text Analysis with Python: Enabling Language-Aware Data Products with Machine LearningO'Reilly, 2018

	
		From news and speeches to informal chatter on social media, natural language is one of the richest and most underutilized sources of data. Not only does it come in a constant stream, always changing and adapting in context; it also contains information that is not conveyed by traditional data sources. The key to unlocking natural...
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DirectX9 User Interfaces: Design and ImplementationWordware Publishing, 2004
With all books there is a “target” audience, and although the distinction between those suited and unsuited to this title is somewhat nebulous, I feel confident in advocating that readers wanting to learn more about DirectX and sensible user interface design, and who have a solid comprehension of Microsoft Visual C++, as well as a basic...
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